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Depth-dependent thermal expansivity were first studied
in 1987 with Wuling  Zhao in looking at the influences
of adiabatic cooling on rising plumes. Later we focussed
on the global mantle circulation  ( Hansen et al., PEPI, 1993,
Zhang and Yuen ( 1995, 1996) in spherical-shell convection.

Depth-dependent thermal expansivity, which decreases with increasing
pressure, allows for larger convection cell ( longer wavelength ). It
also permits plumes to rise faster and retains more heat, without
excessive adiabatic cooling.



Variable thermal conductivity:

 This consists of phonon, photon and electron transport.

Phonon part has temperature- and pressure dependence.
The temperature-part decreases with increasing T , similar to viscosity
The pressure part increases with depth in a linear fashion.

 The photon part is strictly temperature-dependent and increases with temperature
in a nonlinear fashion, T**3 . Important in the lower mantle and D” layer.

  Electron part is important in exosolar planet, depends exponentially on T
like the viscosity and high t , like above 8000 K, , Post perovskite
decomposition , ( see Science, February, 17, 2006 , Umemoto et al.)



1. Numerical simulations can mimic a lot of the physics, not possible with

laboratory experiments, such as phase transition in particular multiple

phase transitions, variable viscosity with complicated depth-dependent

rheology, variable thermal conductivity, equation of state, compressibility.

2. Laboratory experiments may be good in obtaining some 3-D effects, but

this is becoming no longer true, as high-resolution calculations become

available especially in spherical geometry.













We include:

Phase transitions, adiabatic and viscous heating, internal heating from

radiogenic heat sources (1/4 the chondritic rate)

Variable viscosity

Radiative thermal conductivity

Depth-dependent thermal expansivity (also with recent result from T.

Katsura)



























The post-perovskite (PPV) transition together with the superplume
concept, as advocated by S.D. Maruyama, can be used to understand about
material properties in the deep mantle.

(radiative heat transfer, viscosity, thermal expansion coefficient)

Onset of post-perovskite transition would have an influence on mode of
heat transfer by superplume.

We must not forget that we can learn something about material
propertiesin the deep mantle  from putting geophysical constraints together.



computational



Thermodynamics Method

• VDoS and F(T,V) within the QHA

N-th (N=3,4,5…) order isothermal (eulerian or logarithm) finite strain EoS
           

IMPORTANT: crystal  structure and phonon frequencies
                        depend on volume alone!!….



Thermal expansivity and the QHA
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 provides an a posteriori criterion for the validity of the QHA  

MgSiO3
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Karki et al, GRL (2001)



Another depiction of (P,T) in 10-5 K-1





Impact of Mineral Physics on

Geodynamics

Impact of Mineral Physics on

Geodynamics



High-PT phase diagram of MgSiO3
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http://www.vlab.msi.umn.edu





VLab Tutorial

2 weeks of instruction on first principles computations

and usage of the major application package

QuantumESPRESSO

http://www.pwscf.org

May 21 to June 3, 2006

http://www.vlab.msi.umn.edu/events/firstTutorial.shtml


